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Kokoban IsoKokoban is a fast, easy-to-use, lossless to ISO burning software that converts your CD/DVD image into ISO format
(the same image used to make a CD or DVD from a disc). It is the only CD/DVD image burning program that enables you to
easily adjust various quality settings and burn without burning the original disc image and then writing the ISO image back to
the disc. If you are comfortable burning a disc using Windows Explorer or Nautilus, then you can use this CD/DVD image
burning software. If you are new to CD/DVD image burning and you are not sure how to burn a CD/DVD image from a disc,
then you may need to check out our video tutorials on How to Burn ISO Images to CD/DVD. If you are proficient with
Windows Explorer or Nautilus and you want to directly burn an ISO image to a disc, then you can use this CD/DVD image
burning software. Check out our CD/DVD image burning software's features and see if it is what you are looking for. To get
started, select a disc image file, a folder or any path to an image file that you would like to burn. Or select "New" to make a new
blank CD/DVD image file. As you can see, the main window has a large image area to display your selected disc image. You
can view, move, edit and delete any part of the image. When the image is saved, you can burn it using different burning modes
to a CD/DVD. And you can also set your burning options at the same time. If you click "Burn" now, you can make your disc
with default burning settings or custom burning settings. In the burning window, the default settings will start to burn your
image, so you don't need to change anything. But if you want to change the burning settings for various reasons, you can click
the small icon on the bottom-left of the burning window. You can change the default writing speed, your image size and your
writing time. You can also set the automatic burning time. And you can also change the automatic burning folder. The icon to
change the burning settings is displayed on the bottom-left corner of the burning window. cdwwebsites. Cached picture of
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